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This paper studies the data preprocessing technology in chemical process data mining. It mainly studies the real-time chemical process data in-depth from the perspective of software development and explores various kinds of real-time data preprocessing methods. The enterprise pre-processes real-time data based on the MES data mining system and other systems associated with real-time data to develop a real-time data preprocessing system based on the theory. In addition to acquisition and storage of real-time data, this system corrects false data and fills missing data to provide accurate and credible data for data mining tools. Finally, the real-time data preprocessing system integration is applied to data mining systems and other information integration systems associated with real-time data.

1. Introduction

In the process industry, the process is complex. Due to the constantly changing of production associated with real-time data and relational data, technologists need a variety of MES tools for data mining of vast amounts of information in real-time database and relational database, performance parameter calculation and condition analysis to guide the adjustment of operating conditions (Kumar et al., 2016, Yao et al., 2016, Tugizimana et al., 2016). The accurate and complete real-time data is the basis for MES-based data mining tools. Some data mining results are based on the accurate measurement of required parameters (Kobryn and Prystrom, 2016, Ahmed, 2016). The correctness of data acquisition directly affects online calculation results and normal operation of data mining system (D’Amico et al., 2016, Giuliani et al., 2016). Chemical instruments often work in high temperature, vibration, corrosion and other harsh environments, easy to fail, resulting in wrong data collected by the data acquisition system (Tajinder and Madhu, 2016, Choi and Song, 2016, Immohr et al., 2016). In addition, the measurement may be affected by disturbances, drift and the environment, and the real-time measurement may be inaccurate (Liland et al., 2016, Nayak and Kanive, 2016). Wrong measurement can cause serious consequences. The research shows that even 1% of measurement of key parameters drift can cause significant heat loss and short service life of device (Chaharmahali et al., 2016, Vaidya and Anand, 2016, Reddy, 2016). Such deviation is difficult to check visually (Yamac et al., 2016, Dayarathna et al., 2016, Rao et al., 2016). Therefore, real-time data pre-processing before being used in the system is necessary.

2. Methods

2.1 Data mining flow chart

Step 1: define the issues of data mining, that is, define the business issues clearly to determine the purpose of data mining.

Step 2: data preparation, selecting data to extract the target dataset for data mining in large databases and data warehouse. Data preprocessing includes checking data integrity and consistency, de-noising, filling in lost domains, deleting invalid data and so on.

Step 3: data mining. The algorithm is selected according to the types of functions and features of the data, and data mining is performed on the cleaned and converted datasets.

Step 4: result analysis. The results of data mining are interpreted and evaluated, transforming into knowledge that can be understood by the user.
Finally, application of knowledge. The analytic knowledge is integrated into the organization structure of business information system.

2.2 Regression analysis

The relationships between variables include deterministic relation and non-deterministic relation. In deterministic relation, when the independent variable is given, the value of dependent variable is determined accordingly. For example, the relationship between voltage, resistance, and current can be described by an exact function. Non-deterministic relations between variables are called correlations. Variables with correlations cannot be described by exact functions, but fluctuate around certain functions. Regression analysis deals mainly with the correlation, including how to determine the regression model between dependent variables and independent variables; how to estimate and test the regression model and position parameters based on the observed data; determine which of the independent variables has significant influence on dependent variables and which independent variables are not significant; the dependent variable's value is estimated and predicted from the known or given values of the independent variables. Figure 1 shows the regression realization.

2.3 Energy consumption module

Raw materials and consumables in the process industry is continually input, products and intermediate products are continually output, the process operation conditions are constantly changing, and the energy consumption of products and intermediate products is constantly changing. In the MES environment, real-time databases offer the possibility of online monitoring and management of energy. The module automatically generates the monthly comprehensive energy consumption reports of methanol and phthalic anhydride based on the MES information bus, and conducts real-time monitoring and tracking of carbon-based products and intermediate products to realize the dynamic management of energy. The principle of energy consumption analysis is the input-output method. Figure 2 shows the energy consumption technical framework.
3. Real-time data preprocessing algorithm

3.1 Data preprocessing

Data preprocessing is reprocessing of selected raw data, including checking data integrity and consistency, de-noising, filling in lost domains, deleting invalid data and so on. As can be seen from Figure 3, data preprocessing is a key step in data mining and plays an important role in the success of data mining.
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Figure 3: KDD Process

3.2 Instrument zero

Occasional zero of instrument is completed by the operator, but it is difficult for the operator to feedback zero information at first time; for full scale zero, it is difficult to grasp the zero information. In case of zero of instrument, determine the time of zero first before handling.

The purpose of zero is to extract the sampling value of the instrument when it is zero. This paper uses the iterative method to process. Iterative method is a process for recurrence of new value of the variable using the old value constantly. The direct method is on the contrast of the iterative method, which solve the problem one time. The iterative method is divided into precise iteration and approximate iteration. "Dichotomy" and "Newton's iterative method" belong to the approximate iterative method. Figure 4 shows the instrument zero example.
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Figure 4: Instrument zero example

3.3 Integrated preprocessing algorithm based on SVM regression

SVM can maximize the promotion ability of learning machine, even the discriminant function obtained from finite dataset. A small error can be got for independent test set. This algorithm can effectively estimate the pressure and flow data in the chemical plant so as to substitute inaccurate real-time data; Filtering is effective in eliminating high frequency noise in pressure and flow signals and inhibiting cyclical interference. Integrated filtering algorithm and SVM regression algorithm can be adopted to effectively reduce the noise interference, while estimate and substitute wrong data. This paper introduces an integrated preprocessing algorithm based on SVM regression in the process of preprocessing.

![SVM Regression Graph]
4. Architecture of system

4.1 Development method

The real-time data preprocessing system is developed using server programs. The system connects to the PI real-time database as a client, and real-time data is read from the PI periodically according to the process task and stored in the relational database after proper preprocessing. The data preprocessing system is a client of PI real-time database. Essentially the data preprocessing system reads, processes and stores real-time data and works as the data source of MES upper layer software such as data mining, energy consumption analysis, dynamic cost and other information integration system. Therefore, the real-time data preprocessing system is in fact a server program of the database server. The design of development framework and implementation should be in accordance with the standard of server programs.

4.2 Specific system architecture

The system architecture is the structure of the entire system, which includes the components of the system and how the components are integrated. The real-time data preprocessing system consists of the real-time database, relational database, system display and system logic. Figure 5 shows the system architecture.
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Figure 5: System architecture
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Figure 6: System flow chart
4.3 Flow chart of real-time data preprocessing system

The system flow chart includes the system logic and analysis of functions, and description of each module, which is the prerequisite and necessary preparation for development of the system. An excellent system flow chart is a key step for successful system development, both to meet the customer satisfaction, but to ensure the simplicity and maintainability of development.

The real-time data preprocessing system includes information loading, data acquisition, data storage, data preprocessing, data re-storage and other functional modules. Figure 6 shows the system flow chart.

4.4 Function modules

(1) OPC connection module
OPC is a software interface standard for connecting a data source (OPC server) to a data user (PI System). Data source can be PLC, DCS, bar code reader and other control equipment.

(2) PI connection module
The PI real-time database stores real-time data collected from devices such as the underlying DCS and PLC via the OPC interface. The PI connection module is a programming interface program, so that the real-time data preprocessing system can access the PI database safely and stably.

(3) Database access information setting module
The system also accesses the relational database through the server IP address for the SQL Server relational database and the name of relational database.

(4) Tag point setting module
There are large numbers of sampling points added by the project implementation company to the PI real-time database. The real-time data preprocessing system only pre-processes part of the Tag points.

(5) Data storage module
Data storage module is called to store collected real-time data and preprocessed data.

(6) Data preprocessing module
This module is a core part of the real-time data preprocessing system.

5. Conclusion

This paper studies the MES real-time data preprocessing technology. The theory of preprocessing algorithm is studied in depth. The suitable preprocessing algorithm is selected according to the preprocessing needs of the enterprise and the actual chemical process. Concerning the realization, the predetermined requirements are met. The OPC connection module, PI connection module, database information setting module, Tag point setting module, data storage module and data pre-processing module are developed. The real-time data preprocessing algorithm based on support vector machine regression theory is studied. The algorithm detects the fault information by using the filtering algorithm combined with the deviation band test, and establish the support vector machine regression training model for the fault point using the redundant information. The example shows that the fault information can be effectively detected using this method, and the accurate estimation of the fault point can be given.
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